Nowadays the use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) in medical applications has exceeded expectations. In molecular imaging, MNP based on iron oxide coated with appropriated materials have several applications in vitro and in vivo studies. For applications in nanobiotechnology these MNP must present some characteristics such as size smaller than 100 nanometers, high magnetization values, among others. Therefore the MNP have physical and chemical properties that are specific to certain studies which must be characterized for quality control of the nanostructured material. This study presents the synthesis and characterization of MNP of magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) dispersible in water with perspectives in a wide range of biomedical applications. The characterization of the colloidal suspension based on MNP stated that the average diameter is (12.6±0.2) nm determined by Transmission Electron Microscopy where the MNP have the crystalline phase of magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) that was identified by Diffraction X-ray and confirmed by Mössbauer Spectroscopy. The blocking temperature of (89±1) K, Fe 3 O 4 MNP property, was determined from magnetic measurements based on the Zero Field Cooled and Field Cooled methods. The hysteresis loops were measured at different temperatures below and above blocking temperature. The magnetometry determined that the MNP showed superparamagnetic behavior confirmed by ferromagnetic resonance.
Introduction
The synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) has received great interest in recent years because of new physical and chemical properties of materials at nanoscale. Based on their mesoscopic physical, chemical, thermal and mechanical properties, and in conjunction with control of size, composition and morphology of growth, the synthesis of MNP lead to a wide range of specific technological applications [1] [2] [3] [4] . Among crystal polymorphs of iron (III) known, magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) is a promising candidate for its biocompatibility and biodegradable activity 5, 6 . Thus, iron oxide MNP with crystalline phase corresponding to magnetite appears as an important nanomaterial for various biomedical applications such as: (i) cellular therapy as cell labeling, targeting, and as a tool for cell-biology research to separate and purify cell populations, (ii) tissue repair; (iii) drug delivery, (iv) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), (v) hyperthermia, (vi) magnetofection, among other [7] [8] [9] . In clinical applications, it is desirable MNP with sizes between 10 and 200 nm, because MNP larger than 200 nm can be filtered by the human spleen, and MNP smaller than 10 nm can be removed by renal clearance 10 . The usefulness of MNP in medical applications is mainly related to the coating material, which are biocompatible, nontoxic and biodegradable. Among the commercial products based on MNP, Endorem® and Lumirem® are used as contrast agents in MRI to the liver and intestine, respectively.
Several synthesis processes are used in the development of MNP. For this reason, the conditions of synthesis are crucial to determine the physicochemical properties of MNP such as concentration and pH of the solution as well as the mode of heat treatment used 11, 12 . The most important methods described in the literature to prepare MNP, which are suitable for biomedical applications [13] [14] [15] [16] , are: co-precipitation, microemulsions polyol process, high temperature decomposition of organic precursors, assisted sonochemical, electrochemical methods and sol-gel process. It is important for biomedical applications, to know the synthesis process of the nanomaterial -which needs to be dispersed in water -and also, the study of biocompatibility and toxicity that must possess adequate characteristics for such applications. In the case of iron oxide MNP coated with biocompatible material determining the crystal phase, the average diameter and the magnetic property are important, which can be measured using several techniques. This paper presents a synthesis route to prepar MNP as well as the morphological, structural and magnetic characterization of the material synthesized to control quality of these MNP that are presented as promising particles in biomedical applications. Morphological characterization was performed using the technique of transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The structural characterization was conducted using the technique of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Mössbauer spectroscopy. The magnetic characterization was done using magnetometry (SQUID) and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR).
Experimental

Magnetic fluid preparation
An alcoholic solution 200 ml of FeCl2 3 .6H 2 O (Aldrich) 0.25M, in butanol, was prepared and heated under stirring to 90 °C. So, 8 mL of concentrated surfactant nonilpheniletoxilated (Renex 95®), another solution of concentrated ammonia was prepared containing 4% (in volume) of surfactant (Renex 95®).
The ammonia solution was added drop by drop to the iron III solution to promote precipitation of iron oxihydroxide. The precipitate was centrifuged and washed with butanol containing 4% (in volume) of surfactant at 90 °C in order to eliminate as possible the ammonium chloride. After five washing cycles, we observed the peptization of the precipitate and formation of 100 mL of true sol. Subsequently, 8 mL of surfactant (Renex 95®) and 10 mL of liquid paraffin (Nujol®) were added to the sol.
The sol was dried at 70 °C under stirring to aid butanol evaporation. After that, a viscous dark liquid was obtained. The viscous dark liquid was dried in a hermetically closed sintering chamber at 250 °C under N 2 pressure (2 atm) for half-hour. After complete the procedure described above, we obtained a black paste. This paste was dispersed in water containing 4% of surfactant (Renex 95®) that formed a magnetic fluid.
Characterization methods
The crystalline phase of the redispersible black paste was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD data were collected between 10° < 2θ < 60° using the Cu-Kα radiation filtered by Ni in step scanning mode (0.05° for 10 s).
Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) measurements were performed at 78 K and 294 K using a constant-acceleration spectrometer in transmission geometry with a 57 Co/Rh source. To calibrate isomer shifts and velocity scale, we used a foil of α-Fe at 294 K. For magnetic measurements, as-prepared samples were stored in closed containers before quenching the magnetite/carrier mixture below its freezing point (~268 K) at room temperature.
Transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) was employed to check the size distribution of nanoparticles in the magnetic fluid. The magnetic fluid was dried at 70 °C by water evaporation. Fine powders were aspersed on a cooper grille containing parlodion and charcoal, and examined using a LEO 906E equipment operating at 80 KV.
The nanoparticles size poly-dispersity was analyzed from the TEM micrographies using the image analysis program java ImageJ v 1.33u [17] . Mean diameters were thus obtained by fitting the experimental data with a lognormal distribution function, as suggested by O'Grady and Bradbury
With mean diameter <D P > = D [exp(2 ) exp( )]
A commercial SQUID magnetometer was employed to perform static and dynamic measurements as a function field, temperature and driving frequency. Zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) curves were taken in applied magnetic fields up to 7 T, between 5K and 250 K to avoid melting of the solid matrix (solvent).
We used a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) to verify the superparamagnetic behavior and to evaluate the nanoparticles geometry. The derivative of the FMR absorption spectrum was obtained using a Brucker X band homodyne spectrometer, model EMX-12 operating at frequency of 9.2GHz and modulated at 100 KHz with a TE 102 dominant mode cavity. The measurements were carried out at room temperature. or hematite (α-Fe 2 O 3 , ICSD Collection Code 66756) corresponding to small crystalline domains. Following the profile analyses, the background was subtracted and the presence of two intense peaks between 25 and 40 (2θ°) can be noted. In order to access the structural parameters, the Κα 1 -Κα 2 doublet separation (Rachinger correction) and background corrections were performed by using a pseudoVoigt function (PVF), in a interactive method of profile fitting by least squares method 19, 20 . The peak position and correspondent phase were chosen as initial parameters. The inset of the Figure 1 shows the results of the fit procedure and the result exhibits basically peaks due maghemite phase. On other hand, the XRD results point out to a mixed phase of iron oxide constituted by Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ ions. The structural characterization by XRD of MNP is complex, because the diffractogram shows broad and overlapping diffraction peaks due to finite number of scattering crystalline planes that are causing the positions and shapes of the peaks to vary according to the nanoparticles size, making difficult to interpret the diffractograms. It is important to mention that in the case of existence or coexistence of magnetite, maghemite and / or hematite it is difficult to identify the crystalline phase formed from the techniques of X-ray diffraction, because they do not have obvious structural differences shown in the inset Figure 1 , for example, peak M(220) and m(206), and peak M(311) and m(311). Therefore, alternative methods are needed that allow to individualize these oxides, such as Mössbauer spectroscopy technique that allows to perform local measures and sensitive to the vicinity of the chemical elements, thereby allowing a better identification of the phases formed.
Results and Discussion
For better identification of magnetic phases presented in the synthesized sample we used a Mossbauer spectroscopy, which showed a structure constituted with two different magnetic ions occupying two classes of binding sites in the crystal lattice, tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B). The room temperature Mossbauer spectra in Figure 2a corresponds to magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ), where all changes in the interactions (AA, AB and BB) are aligned anti-parallel. The behavior ferrimagnetism is because of strong interaction of AB. The favorable antiparallel interaction of A with B induces the parallel ordering of all the spins of A and B and the system is ordered ferrimagnetism.
The room temperature Mossbauer spectra is presented in Figure 2a . The hyperfine parameters for this latter presented in Table 1 agree with those for A and B sites of magnetite. In agreement with the expected superparamagnetic in our sample at T = 78 K, described in Figure 2b , the spectrum showed nearly total magnetic order, although relaxing particles could still be inferred from the curved background. T=4.2 K in Figure 2c the spectra could be fitted with only two magnetically ordered components of hyperfine fields B 1 = 50.7(4) T and B 2 = 52.9(4) T, which correspond to sites A (Fe 3+ ions) and B (Fe 2+ Fe 3+ ions) respectively. Both sites showed nearly null quadrupole splitting QS and intensity ratio B:A ~ 2:1. All these hyperfine parameters are very close to those of bulk magnetite at this temperature, without any indication of finite-size effects. These bulk-like properties are seemingly originated in a well-ordered local structure within the particles. However, the large spectral linewidth (Γ=0.7 mm/s) observed in the sample suggests the presence of a second phase.
The literature describes the average diameter calculation of the nanoparticles core by the XRD technique. This type of analysis is based on the diffraction line profile, where the Scherrer 21 method is the most used for its simplicity, which may lead to results with little accuracy associated with the complexity of the diffraction pattern. However, exist more efficient methodologies for this calculation such as the Warren-Averbach modified method 21 . Given the complexity of determining the sample crystal phase of XRD spectrum, this calculation was not performed in our study. Therefore, the TEM technique was chosen to analyze the measurement of average diameter for the synthesized nanoparticles.. As regards the morphological characterization, TEM technique allowed to observe the morphology and distribution of MNP in colloidal suspension after drying by lyophilization of the sample (Figure 3 ). The size distribution was fitted to a log-normal function from the histogram (see inset of Figure 3 ) obtained from the micrograph. In setting the average diameter was found <D P > = 12.6 nm with a typical width s P = 0.2. The histogram was obtained by the analysis of micrograph (Figure 3 ) considering more than 700 particles.
The Figure 4 shows magnetization curves taken in zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) modes with H app =100 Oe. The sample showed superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature, with blocking transition at T B = 89(1) K (H=100 Oe). The lack of overlapping Zerofield-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) curves indicated that the largest particles were blocked at 300 K, the highest temperature obtained in our study. The great value of T B and broader peak of ZFC data were consistent with the average size of MNP and the size distribution. Figure 5 shows the magnetization versus field plot at temperatures of 150 K (a) and 10 K (b). Figure 5a shows that hysteresis disappeared with a little remanence and coercirvity (H c ), indicating the absence as a long range magnetic dipole-dipole interaction among the assemblies of superparamagnetic nanoparticles. When the temperature was decreased to 10 K, the magnetization of the sample increased with a symmetric hysteresis loop, and showed a transition from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic behavior (Figure 5b ).
For T > T B the coercitivity H C of the particles is zero within experimental error, whereas below T B the coercive field increases up to a value H C = 330(5) Oe at 2 K. This value of H C is within the (broad) range reported for nanostructured iron oxide nanoparticles. The remanence to saturation ratio R = M R /M S measured at 5 K is 0.27, smaller than the theoretically expected 0.5 for randomly oriented grains 22 , some studies had proposed that R > 0.5 and R < 0.5 values should be expected for systems with ferro-and antiferromagnetic interactions, respectively. Thus, the presented R = 0.27 value suggests that the interparticle interactions are of antiferromagnetic nature.
Findings of this study shows that Ms of synthesized MNP was lower than the corresponding bulk phase. Studies on the reduction in magnetization in iron oxide nanoparticles (γ-Fe 2 O 3 , Fe 3 O 4 ) had reported that reduction is because of the existence of noncollinear spins at the surface of the nanoparticles 5, 23 . Varanda et al. 24 described a linear correlation between Ms and nanoparticles size suggesting that defects at the nanoparticle surface can influence the magnetic properties 5, 24 . The surface curvature of particles was higher for nanoparticles which stimulated disordered crystal orientation on the surface resulting in significantly decreased Ms
5
. The identification of the hard crystalline phase by X-ray diffraction, Figure 1 , suggests reduction in the magnetization which is associated with the surface feature of the MNP. This loss of magnetisation depends primarily on the crystalline magnetic anisotropy energy constant, K indicating that magnetization losses are associated with the existence of a magnetically dead layer, ~ 1 nm thick, caused by an asymmetric environment effect on surface atoms 5, 25 . The magnetic behavior depends on MNP T B , T B being dependent on the size of the MNP. MNP with low values of T B exhibit superparamagnetic properties. For high values of the T B MNP showed ferromagnetic behavior 10 . For MNP average diameter <30nm the remanence and coercivity are very small so that producing a superparamagnetic behavior of MNP 26 . The values of remanence and coercivity, almost zero, are shown in the hysteresis loops of the nanomaterial. The figure 5 shows that the synthesized MNP has the superparamagnetic property which is a desirable characteristic of a nanomaterial in biomedical applications. Studies show that the MNP coating with non-magnetic materials decrease saturation magnetization values 27, 28 . A magnetically ineffective layer on the MNP surface interferes in determining the particle sizes calculated using magnetization data smaller than values calculated from measurements performed by structural techniques such as XRD and TEM morphology 29 . This analysis enabled us to state that MNP with crystallization of the magnetite synthesized under different conditions differ from MNP's magnetic properties that are attributed to changes in the structural disorder, the creation of antiphase boundaries or the existence of a magnetically dead layer in the surface of MNP 5, [30] [31] [32] . The magnetic properties of synthesized MNP in colloidal suspension were also studied by FMR. The FMR spectrum obtained at room temperature of the ferrofluid synthesized ( Figure 6 ) showed two resonance lines whose parameters are shown in Table 2 . The main resonance (g=2.0) came from the Fe 3+ spins interactions, however, such interactions showed a superparamagnetic behavior [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] characterized by the presence of clusters. This signal consists of a strong absorption slightly asymmetric, whose large width is attributed to the strong interaction between Fe ions (cluster of clusters of Fe 3+ ions by a strong exchange interaction). The exchange interaction between spins aligned antiparallel means that a broadening of resonance lines exist and this extension depends on the concentration of iron ions.
A second additional line was observed, but with low intensity, suggesting the presence of traces of Fe 3+ (g=4.3) in the form of ions isolated trapped between oxygen atoms in sites that could provide local symmetry tetrahedral or octahedral, corresponding to iron paramagnetic. This line, presented by low intensity in the commercial ferrofluid is attributed to the existence of a paramagnetic complex of Fe 3+ in the sample or the thermal fluctuations of the anisotropy axis of the magnetic particle 33, 34 . The analysis of the FMR spectrum obtained at room temperature allows to conclude that the synthesized sample has a superparamagnetic property 40, 41 which is required for several applications. We did not perform a detailed analysis of FMR spectrums in the studied sample. It could be made by obtaining spectrums achieved within the temperature range from 4K to room temperature, which allowed the analysis of various parameters typically originated from iron oxide nanoparticles 40, 41 . In the FMR analysis as a function of temperature, we could observe that the peak to peak amplitude varied because randomly oriented dispersed ferromagnetic particles the width of absorption line is a monotonic function of temperature. At low temperature, the line width is larger due to the particles dispersion in the direction of the anisotropy field, because as temperature decreases, isotropic magnetic moments are formed and causes a decrease in the line width 40, 42 . To determine nanostructured material characteristics, without the need to make a detailed analysis along with the toxicity and biocompatibility tests at biological level, is enough to predict the potential application in molecular imaging and nanomedicine 43 . The biological part was not the objective of this work: however, because of the MNP properties and the character of biocompatible coating, the Figure 6 . FMR spectrum of the synthesized ferrofluid at room temperature. In the inset the resonance is enhanced in g=4.3. ; (iii) the superparamagnetic characteristic of the nanomaterial is a property that can facilitate the nanoparticles uptake by the cells through the use of an external static magnetic field [46] [47] [48] ; (iv) in the magneto hyperthermia, where selective thermal ablation of tumor is made using MNP exposed to alternating magnetic field 49, 50 ; (v) MNP stability in the blood would allow the MNP to be guided or directed through a magnetic field gradient for targets such as tumor tissue, allowing the nanomaterial accumulation in the tumor tissue of interest 47, 51 .
Conclusions
A chemical synthesis route was used to produce a ferrofluid-based MNP redispersible in water and different techniques were used to determine the characteristics of synthetized MNP.
This study reveals that MNP have an average diameter (12.6±0.2) nm as evidenced by the TEM technique. XRD showed the crystalline phase of iron oxide could correspond to magnetite, maghemite or hematite, but the characterization by Mössbauer determined the crystalline phase corresponds to magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ). The Mössbauer spectra at T = 294K showed that nanoparticles are in superparamagnetic state. The magnetization measurements showed ZFC and FC transition to the blocking state T B = (89 ± 1) K. Measure of magnetization as a function of the field showed a typical behavior of superparamagnetism in material because there were no coercitivity for T>TB the hysteresis cycles. However, when the temperature decreases below the blocking temperature, the magnetization of the sample increases with symmetrical hysteresis loop, showing a transition from superparamagnetic to ferromagnetic behavior. The study by FMR at room temperature showed that the ferrofluid reveals superparamagnetic behavior.
The average diameter of MNP characterized by TEM revealed to be ideal for in vitro studies. The crystalline phase of magnetite identified by Mössbauer is the most widely used in biological applications. The property of superparamagnetism determined by magnetometry and FMR allows MNP to be used in the monitoring and tracking of MNP by MRI technique, as well as in the Magneto Hyperthermia technique.
We believe synthetized nanomaterial has a potential for biomedical applications. Nonetheless, it is clear that both in vitro and in vivo studies are necessary to determine the applicability of this sample. 
